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 Benefit or Barrier? Examine the Cost-Effectiveness of Fi
Requirements for Food Assistance 
Contact: George Manalo-LeClair at 415.777.4422 ext. 103 or george@cfp
 

 IssueIssueIssueIssue 
As of August 1, 2000 all adult members of food stamp households are required to pro
image in order to get food stamp benefits.  The stated purpose of the finger imaging r
multiple aid fraud, those cases where someone may get food stamps under different n
In other states, its effectiveness has been brought into question.  The New York Time
suppressed New York state study which found that there is little evidence that finge
savings from finger imaging were exaggerated.   
 
The experience in New York prompts questions here in California:  Are the benefits o
reduction, real? Is the finger-imaging program cost-effective compared to other fraud
majority of other states?  Anti-hunger advocates have already identified a number of
imaging, such as the addition of stigma, the intimidation of immigrants, the addition
lengthy and complex program, and limitations it places on the mobility of county cas
imaging in California is needed to determine if the benefits of finger imaging outweig
 

 NeedNeedNeedNeed 
California has one of the highest rates of hunger and food insecurity in the country.  
alleviate hunger in California is underutilized.  Based on U.S. Department of Agricu
million Californians are eligible for food stamps but do not receive them.  Many reaso
been identified, including application hassles and stigma.  Concern among anti-hung
imaging exacerbates these existing problems and further limits the ability to reach t
participants. 
 
There is a need and federal requirement for multiple-aid fraud detection in the Food
wonder if methods used in other states, namely social security matches, better fit the
problem of multiple-aid fraud in the Food Stamp Program.  The most recent figures f
Services are for the month of August 2000, when finger-imaging was finalized state-w
85 cases of multiple aid fraud were identified for investigation (no figures on whethe
system in California costs over $90 million dollars, it would appear that there might 
approach to combating fraud. 
 

    RequestRequestRequestRequest 
External Audit of the State-wide Finger Imaging System 
A reputable entity shall examine the effectiveness/cost-effectiveness of the Statewide F
 

 HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory 
In 1996, the legislature passed and Governor Pete Wilson signed SB 1780 creating th
Though the legislation was passed in 1996, it was not until late 1999 that the state w
statewide implementation of the finger imaging system.  Because of contracting issue
until September 1999.   The program cost just under $25 million to implement in FY
will cost $90 million (1999-2003). 
 

 OutcomesOutcomesOutcomesOutcomes 
By auditing finger imaging in California, the state can: 

Conclude if the taxpayers’ money is being spent effectively. 
Develop better projections on savings. 
Conclude if the benefits of finger imaging outweigh the negative 
impacts on hunger in California. 
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